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Abstract. Lateral shearing interferometry (LSI) can be used for assess-
ing the properties of tear film. In particular, it has the capability
of acquiring dynamic variations in tear film surface quality (TFSQ) dur-
ing an interblink interval in an in”-vivo fashion. The purpose of this study
was to assess the suitability of LSI based two”-dimensional (2”=D) phase
estimation procedures in the analysis of tear film dynamics. The paper
discusses the main difficulty in 2”=D phase estimation ”+ the prob-
lem of phase unwrapping, proposes a modification of one of the popular
phase unwrapping algorithms, and suggests a set of phase parameters
that could be exploited as LSI”-based TFSQ descriptors.

Keywords: in-vivo interferometry · Takeda’s algorithm · two-
dimensional phase unwrapping · Goldstein’s algorithm

1 Introduction

Background. Lateral shearing interferometry (LSI) is one of the most sensitive
methods for measuring tear film surface quality (TFSQ) in”-vivo in human
eyes [1]. Current analysis of LSI”-based interferograms essentially includes
parameters derived based on the analysis of the first harmonic of the amplitude
Fourier spectrum [2]. It was of interest to ascertain whether the phase contained
in the spectrum can be used to extract additional information from the interfero-
gram that can be further utilized for the assessment of TFSQ. A classical method
for phase estimation in interferometry and profilometry is based on the Takeda
approach [3]. The main problem in LSI is that the spatial phase requires two-
dimensional (2”=D) unwrapping, for which the algorithms are not trivial [4]
and computationally very intensive. Furthermore, the results of 2”=D phase
unwrapping are highly dependent on the particular algorithm used. The aim
of this work was to assess the applicability of 2”=D phase estimation for LSI
and design a set of phase parameters for the characterization of the dynamics
in TFSQ analysis both on the eye’s cornea and contact lens surface.
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1.1 Hardware Setup of Experiments

The LSI hardware setup under consideration comprises single set optical wedge
with predetermined shear angle. Conversely, Twyman”+Green utilizes the ref-
erence mirror that allows measuring wavefront deformations in a direct man-
ner [5–7]. The drawback of this setup reducing its applicability in TFSQ assess-
ment is the fact that it is more sensitive to even slight vibrations of the test
surface (e. g. saccadic movements of the eye). These are inevitable during in”-
vivo experiments whereas LSI experimental setup is capable of mitigating their
impact on the interference pattern [2].

Figure 1 depicts a typical LSI configuration employed for corneal and con-
tact lens tear film surface topography data acquisition while Sec. 1.1 shows few
examples of output interferograms.

Fig. 1. LSI scheme: M ”+ mirrors, BS ”+ beam splitter, OW ”+ optical wedge

(a) healthy eye’s cornea (b) dry eye syndrome (c) contact lens

Fig. 2. Typical cases of tear film interferograms showing pre-corneal tear film in good
condition 2a, slightly deteriorated 2b and pre”-lens tear film 2c
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Until now the analysis of the LSI images concerned only the amplitude infor-
mation and little attention was paid to the phase [8]. The purpose of this work was
to examine the applicability of phase”-based methods in the analysis of tear film.

2 Methods

The true wavefront phase cannot be estimated directly from LSI images [9],
although some methods of evaluating an unknown wavefronts have been devel-
oped, e. g. Saunders method or Rimmer”+Wyant method with Okuda improve-
ments. The main limitation of these methods is that the wavefront evaluation
is confined only to points separated by a distance of S that is the lateral shear
in the sagittal (0x) direction [7, Sec. 1.5.2, 1.5.3].

2.1 Indirect Retrieval of Phase Information

There is some visual similarity between interferometric images in the single direc-
tion LSI and those of profilometry. Hence, it was of interest to ascertain whether
methods developed for phase estimation in profilometry would be applicable also
to LSI. The basic principle of phase estimation in profilometry has been outlined
by Takeda [3,10] in which both 1”=D and 2”=D phase estimation algorithms
were considered. In profilometry, such algorithms are usually followed by a phase
unwrapping procedure which reveals the true surface of the wavefront exhibiting
the shape of the scanned object. In case of 3”=D objects, an algorithm for 2”=D
phase unwrapping has been proposed by Goldstein’s et al. [11] for application
in satellite radar interferometry to measure ground surface deformation or ter-
rain elevation. Goldstein’s algorithm is considered as a good trade”-off between
trivial direct phase unwrapping methods and more sophisticated but also com-
putationally very expensive procedures [4,12]. Furthermore, for which there are
few ready implementation routines.

The Takeda’s Phase Reconstruction Algorithm. This method was pro-
posed by M. Takeda et al. in 1981 to enable automatic discrimination between
elevation and depression of the object or wavefront form [3]. The chain
of the operations constituting the routine is depicted by Sec. 2.1 and discussed
below in greater detail.

Fig. 3. Image processing chain in Takeda’s algorithm
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Assumptions on fringe pattern periodicity and phase disruptions. When a peri-
odic fringe pattern is considered, it can be represented in the form of:

g(x, y) = a(x, y) + b(x, y) cos[2πf0x + φ(x, y)], (1)

where φ(x, y) contains the desired phase information and a(x, y) and b(x, y) are
unwanted irradiance variations that, together with φ(x, y), in most cases present
much slower spatial frequency than the variation introduced by f0. Equation (1)
can be rewritten equivalently as:

g(x, y) = a(x, y) + c(x, y) exp(2πif0x) + c∗(x, y) exp(−2πif0x), (2)

where
c(x, y) = 1

2b(x, y) exp[iφ(x, y)], (3)

with ·∗ denoting a complex conjugate.

Carrier sideband detection and extraction in spectral domain. During the anal-
ysis of 2”=D interferogram, the following procedure can be performed in either
of the two dimensions as well as in both. Since the operation in 2”=D do not
differ significantly from 1”=D case, the latter is described to maintain simplic-
ity of the notation. The Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) algorithm can be
applied to the fringe pattern along the axis of abscissæ. The result of transform-
ing Eq. (2) into spatial frequency domain is:

G(f, y) = A(f, y) + C(f − f0, y) + C∗(f + f0, y), (4)

with capital letters denoting the Fourier spectra (and C used for the carrier side
bands) and f being the spatial frequency in 0x direction.

In a typical case of an interferogram with low distortion grade, the sidebands
Fourier spectra from Eq. (4) would be well”-separated from the carrier frequency
f0. This is ensured as long as the variations of a(x, y), b(x, y) and φ(x, y) are
sufficiently slower than the spatial frequency f0. Either of the two sidebands spec-
tra on the carrier can be used for phase information retrieval, and the commonly
used is C(f − f0, y).

A few simple operations are applied on the periodogram to mask and extract
the carrier sideband spectrum. Then it is translated by −f0 on the frequency
axis toward its origin to obtain C(f, y). Note that the unwanted background
variation a(x, y) representing has been filtered out in this stage. As A(f, y) rep-
resents the value of the 0th order harmonic component in Fourier spectrum,
this reduction can be further improved by shifting the interferogram brightness
values during the preprocessing to reduce its mean to have zero value.

Fringe phase reconstruction. The Inverse FFT (IFFT) algorithm is used to com-
pute c(x, y), the inverse Fourier transform of C(f, y) with respect to f . It is
defined by Eq. (3) and a complex natural logarithm of it can be computed:

ln[c(x, y)] = ln[12b(x, y)] + iφ(x, y). (5)
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The phase φ(x, y) constitutes the imaginary part of the result, as Eq. (5)
shows. Furthermore, it is completely separated from the real part that com-
prises the unwanted amplitude variation b(x, y). The phase obtained in this
manner is in fact the angular coordinate of C(f, y) represented in polar form.
Thus, it is indeterminate to a factor of 2π, which is often referred to as wrapped
phase. In most cases, a computer”-generated function subroutine gives a prin-
cipal value ranging from −π to π. This can lead to presence of discontinuities
in reconstructed phase that sometimes need to be eliminated to allow further
analysis of the absolute phase value in a process commonly referred to as phase
unwrapping that is described further.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Gaussian phase disruption to be reconstructed by Takeda’s algorithm:
4a unwrapped, used for phase modulation of fringes, and 4b wrapped mod 2π for
mimicking the error”-less output (disruption scale increases from left to right)

Advantages and Limitations of Takeda’s Algorithm. The method described above
is more accurate and sensitive than e. g. moiré topography or conventional fringe-
contour interferometry and does not require any moving components in exper-
imental setup nor involve interpolation of the data in the regions between con-
tour fringes [3,10]. Nevertheless, under specific circumstances, its results can be
inaccurate. This was investigated on synthetic data involving Gaussian phase
disruptions of maximum intensities of φmax(x, y) varying from low to high as
well as low, intermediate and high fringe frequencies f0.

The phase disruption surface used for investigation of Takeda’s algorithm
implementation has maximum value in the center and zeros in the corners,
q. v. Sec. 2.1. The wrapped phase surfaces in Fig. 4b were generated for com-
parison with actual results. Sections 2.1 to 2.1 show (clockwise): Takeda’s algo-
rithm inputs, intermediate results and reconstructed wrapped phase surfaces.
In, e. g. Figs. 5a and 5b there is the synthetically generated interferometric
input image and its wrapped phase calculated directly from the disruption,
in Figs. 5c and 5d ”+ periodograms of interferogram and extracted carrier side-
band, in Fig. 5e ”+ the algorithm output: retrieved information about phase
(in this case properly reconstructed) and in Fig. 5e ”+ fringe pattern generated
on the basis of the reconstructed wrapped phase surface.

In a typical case, low and intermediate (relatively to f0) phase disruptions
were reconstructed properly irrespective of fringe frequency (q. v. Sec. 2.1). For
odd fringes count, there was a phase shift of −π, but further analysis showed that
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(a) input interferogram (b) fringe phase (wrapped) (c) spectral periodogram

(f) reconstructed image (e) reconstructed phase (d) carrier periodogram

Fig. 5. Takeda’s algorithm with medium fringe frequency and moderate phase disrup-
tion

it was caused by the specificity of the fringe generator that was fixed to have
zero phase and the local maximum of the cosine fringe function (i. e., x = 0)
in the image center. In the leftmost pixel, there was a half”-period of the cosine
function and the local minimum of the fringe value. When the FFT is evalu-
ated, this local minimum is equivalent to ±π phase offset in the leftmost pixel
associated with spatial point having x = 0 coordinate.

Furthermore, for non-integer fringes count, there are some errors in the
unwrapped phase that tend to accumulate near the border of the image, at the
side from which the carrier side band was extracted (q. v. Sec. 2.1). The influence
of above mentioned reconstruction faults is significant for small fringe frequencies
and becomes almost negligible in the intermediate or higher bands. The signifi-
cance of inter-pixel location of the true 1st order spectral peak is the most impor-
tant cause of this effect, and the relative inaccuracy of peak localization, which
in this case had 1 px precision, is inversely proportional to the value of f0. Some
overcomes have been proposed to mitigate this undesired property, i. a. by deter-
mining Fourier peaks at sub”-pixel level [13] (one attempt may be to infer about
the peak exact location by utilizing the information of side band contour map).
The applicability of these attempts is usually strongly restricted to interferograms
with sufficiently low phase noise level and therefore the problem remains unsolved
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(a) interferogram (b) periodogram (c) reconstructed φ (d) reconstruction

Fig. 6. Takeda’s algorithm: non”-integer fringe frequency, moderate phase disruption

(a) interferogram (b) periodogram (c) reconstructed φ (d) reconstruction

Fig. 7. Takeda’s algorithm: medium fringe frequency, intense phase disruption

when the interferogram periodicity is strongly deteriorated (e. g. for tear film evap-
orating from contact lens surface).

Sections 2.1 and 2.1 depicts the conditions, in which proper phase recon-
struction was impossible and the result was distorted by the excessive level
of phase disruption. When there are closed loops in the interference pat-
tern, it means that there is a region where decrease of instantaneous phase
introduced by the disruption is too fast and cannot be compensated by the
increase from constant frequency f0 component. An area of local phase descent
in one direction exhibits negative instantaneous frequency in that direction,
as fx(x, y) = ∂φ(x,y)

∂x . Negative frequency components from the C(f − f0, y)
carrier side band superimposes on the conjugate symmetric C∗(f + f0, y)
side band negative frequency component and vice versa for positive frequen-
cies. This introduces ambiguity in at least part of the area between two
1st order Fourier peaks. Thus, the side bands become partially indistinguish-
able and in general case it is impossible to eliminate the overlapping com-
ponents from the chosen band. When the band is extracted using circular
mask, a part of it still maintains information about its conjugate counter-
part. IFFT of spectrum extracted in such manner amplifies or weakens some
frequency components when compared to the unobtainable pure single band
transformation. This eventually leads to asymmetry and some artefacts occur-
ring in the reconstructed wrapped phase and also distorts the reconstructed
fringe pattern. Although the visual disturbance is not necessarily of a sub-
stantial extent, in many cases it breaks some of the phase discontinuity loops
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(a) interferogram (b) periodogram (c) reconstructed φ (d) reconstruction

Fig. 8. Takeda’s algorithm: low (top row) and high (bottom row) fringe frequencies,
intense phase disruption

or introduces open areas of such discontinuity. Such structures are associated
with phase residues and the presence of such residues is a sign of improper phase
surface reconstruction. What is more, it is impossible to remove phase discontinu-
ities by unwrapping the phase along any close loop encompassing a single residue.
This makes the phase unwrapping task non”-trivial for residue”-afflicted surfaces
and its result will always be imperfect. Various phase unwrapping algorithms,
however, can diminish residues influence to a different degree. Nonetheless, as
a rule of thumb one can state that the more effective in accomplishing this task
a method is, the more complicated its implementation would be and its com-
putational complexity may be also disproportionately higher than the achieved
improvement [4,12].

In preceding examples involving synthetic fringe pattern, windowing was not
applied, both in the spatial division (before FFT) and in the frequency division
(before carrier side band masking) due to its negligible role as the perfect fringes
periodicity and lack of spectral background noise were guaranteed.

The Goldstein’s Phase Unwrapping Algorithm. Whereas phase unwrap-
ping is trivial in 1”-D problems, this is not true for higher dimensionality.
In an ideal situation of perfectly reconstructed wrapped phase this would still
be a relatively simple task. However, it is not the case applicable to most in vivo
measurements. The phase in a complex images is subject to many factors that
can disrupt its values. The influence of these phenomena reduces the useful sig-
nal detectability. Procedures have been developed that try to achieve a trade
off between solution accuracy under these adverse conditions and computational
requirements. No standard procedure to solve the phase unwrapping problem has
been established, thus a large variety of algorithms are in use. Given the failure
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of a straightforward integration when applied to noisy data, other methods uti-
lizing residue detection and branch cuts, quality maps or error minimization are
commonly used. They can be divided into two main types [14]: a) path”-following
methods and b) minimum”-norm methods. They differ in efficacy and computa-
tional complexity. Detailed explanation of their quality, robustness and execution
time is presented in [4].

Goldstein’s method (sometimes referred to as Goldstein”=Zebken”=Werner
algorithm) has a fairly complex procedure structure [15]. Firstly, the polar-
ity is computed for the phase residues. This involves phase gradient calcula-
tion, residues detection and residue charge determination (±1). Subsequently,
the branch areas to cut are located, along which a phase integration path may
not intersect. These are, i. a. lines linking residues of opposite polarity and,
in some implementations, isolated residues located near image borders together
with their connections. Typical LSI contact lens image produces a numerous
amount of branch cuts as compared to the corneal interferograms, what indi-
cates much higher level of image disruption caused by the drying of the tear
film. Finally, the instantaneous phase surface is reconstructed during flood fill
procedure that prevents every integration path from crossing the branch cuts.

Advantages and Limitations of Goldstein’s Algorithm. Goldstein’s algorithm
takes a relatively short time to execute that makes one of the fastest phase
unwrapping procedures. It also tries to reduce defects significance relative
to a trivial phase unwrapping approach as depicted by Sec. 2.1 that shows
failures during the unwrapping of imperfectly reconstructed phase. It takes
measures to minimize the number of discontinuities and optimizes branch cuts
location to locally minimize their length (q. v. Fig. 9b). Nonetheless, branch
cuts placement can isolate segments of the image and thereby prevent them
from being unwrapped. This occurs especially in datasets containing many
residues. Figure 9b also reveals that the algorithm is subject to numerical pitfalls.
In the utilized implementation, residues placed close to image borders are con-
nected with them by two branch cuts directed at the angle of 45 instead of one
at 90 . Thus a separated triangular areas are formed where no information about
unwrapped phase was retrieved.

There are some more efficient alternatives, but they are also of much higher
computational complexity [4,16]. Much better (i. e. the most discontinuity”-free)
solution is produced by, e. g. the minimum �p”=norm algorithm. Average back-
ground noise is also minimized in comparison to other algorithms. However, this
is the second slowest algorithm after the mask cut approach with execution time
usually longer than Goldstein in about one to two orders of magnitude (actual
value vary greatly, as it depends on the convergence speed [4]).

Some additional steps can be performed to locally improve the quality of this
method results. The modification of the Goldstein’s algorithm described below
allows complete reduction of significant branch cuts at the expense of losing
phase information in some image parts outside its central area.
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(a) a trivial approach without branch cuts (b) Goldstein’s algorithm with branch cuts

Fig. 9. examples of phase unwrapping results (without phase residues masking). Dis-
continuities of the surface are present where the algorithms were unable to unwrap
phase due to residue-induced ambiguities

Algorithm Modification. After determining the residue polarities, the image is
preliminary masked to achieve a region, where the mask contains only regions
with no residues. Also accepted are the areas with pairs opposite charge residues
separated by a short distance. All subsequent actions may be performed only
within the masked region. This condition ensures lack of any significant discon-
tinuities in unwrapped phase. The mask is calculated as a circle expanding (by
default from the image center) as long as it fulfils the above conditions. Then,
four more circles are created on its border and expanded. This subroutine is
performed in a recursive manner and thus the modification is called a recursive
bubble approach.

2.2 Phase Parameters as TFSQ Descriptors

Three phase components were derived from the phase coordinates (two spatial
and one intensity component). The variance of all of them was significantly dif-
ferent than the variance of the phase itself. However, after applying the linear
detrending of the unwrapped phase, the variance of phase was much smaller
than of spatial components. Thus, PCA combined and transformed the coordi-
nates into first two principal components, whilst the intensity of the phase map
was assigned virtually intact to last component. Therefore phase and 3rd compo-
nent variations were the same. This indicates that PCA procedure is redundant
and phase variance is equally adequate TFSQ descriptor.

3 Results

There was an application developed that underwent tests on a set of static
and dynamic data. The initial input data set consisted of 19 static PNG images
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and 13 AVI video sequences. Results for the synthetic undistorted images were
consistent with theoretically predicted results. The output for in vivo LSI
(q. v. Sec. 3) has shown that the algorithm is capable of reconstructing phase
for slightly distorted images, but gives ambiguous output in case of strongly
deteriorated film. Processing of a single movie in MATLAB environment lasted
between 30 min and 16 h depending on disorder level.

(a) human eye cornea (b) calibrating sphere (artificial eye)

Fig. 10. Exemplary outputs of the tear film surface quality assessing system

4 Discussion and Conclusions

Spectral representation of LSI images provide mostly information of sub”-
global character related to the frequency of fringes. On the other hand,
the phase extracted from those images carries information of local character.
The unwrapped phase has no simple physical interpretation. Although it is not
directly related to the wavefront, it is causally associated with it. However, there
are similarities between the two considered representations. In case of deterio-
rating quality of tear film covering the eye cornea, the spectral representation
of LSI images becomes less regular and the phase representation starts to loose
its continuity.

Conclusions. Analysis of the measurements and theoretical background sug-
gests that the method joining Takeda’s and Goldstein’s algorithms with phase
variability analysis as tear film surface quality descriptor is capable of supplying
useful information. Still, along with the increase of the phase noise occurring
when tear film dries up, the efficacy of this solution decreases significantly.

Tests on LSI images, frequently exhibited saddle”-shaped formation in phase
surface and chessboard-like structures in the phase maps. They were consis-
tent with the visible input phase variations. Their occurrence might arise due
to optical aberrations of objective lens and the natural corneal asphericity. Thus
the method has a potential for serving in other closely”-related applications, like
testing and calibration of medical diagnostic equipment.
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Future Recommendations. As a way of overcoming issues encountered,
a enhanced or new method of interferogram analysis may be adapted. In particu-
lar an extended set of both wrapped and unwrapped phase parameters might be
considered, e. g.: a) excess kurtosis; b) texture statistics derived from gray”-level
co”-occurrence matrix (GLCM): homogeneity, energy/uniformity, correlation
and contrast; c) Rényi entropy and d) Kass”-Witkin coherence [17]. Thereafter
a modification of hardware in experimental setup can be taken into account to
improve the input data quality.
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